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Ottmar Hörl Goethe, Installation, Goethe University, Frankfurt on the Main, 2014, photo Eva Schickler

Goethe (installation)
June 11 - July 20, 2014, Frankfurt on the Main, Goethe University - Project for the Centenary of the University
With a temporary art installation composed of four hundred sculptures of Goethe, Ottmar Hörl was transforming
the green space on the Campus Westend in front of the main entrance to the IG Farben Building, into a large-scale,
visually striking, communicative sculpture that helped establish identity. It provides impetus for a contemporary
engagement with this universal genius born in Frankfurt in 1749. The choice of colors establishes a connection to
the primary faculties of Goethe University. Goethe is the most famous son of the city. Goethe IS Frankfurt! And he is
one of the most fascinating personalities from Frankfurt. He was cosmopolitan, curious, looking beyond his
immediate surroundings and he developed an incredible range in many fields that can serve as inspiration for future
generations.” emphasizes Ottmar Hörl, Everyone who comes into contact with the Goethe installation becomes part
of it.

Ottmar Hörl-Young Hare, 2014, Albertina, Vienna, photo credit: Albertina/APA-Fotoservice/Juhasz

Ottmar Hörl Requiem for Vincent, (photo concept) 2011, Museum Jan Cunen, Oss Netherlands

Requiem for Vincent (photo concept)
Since 1982, Ottmar Hörl develops photo concepts. To realize these concepts, he equips cameras with tractor motors
and switches enabling these cameras to take independent 3.5 photos per second in situations which are beyond
human influence. The photo series >Landscape for Sprinters< is an excellent form of artistic demonstration which
should be settled in the area between landscape painting and sculpture. In contrast to traditional landscape painting
Hörl uses unusual means. He totally refrains from using an individual artistic signature and the corresponding
material (paint and brush) and traditional means of photography. Because it is not the eye of the photographer
capturing the landscape with the lens but the camera independently captures the landscape clipping. Ottmar Hörl
thus radically automates the creative designing process. He follows the manufacturing process used in merchandise
production and thus expands the creative means by automation. Similar to other areas the individual here only
designs concepts and leaves the execution to machines. Ottmar Hörl therefore belongs to the artists who do not try
to flee today's problems by escaping into the past but instead attempts to find appropriate creative ways of
expression, broaches the issue with the help of his camera concepts >Machinizing and submission of the Earth<
which is coupled with the >>Diminishment of individual creative Options< < (A. Leroi-Gourhan). The individual has
neither control nor influence on occurrences regarding not only his existence but the future of the human race.
Accordingly, Hörl abstains from individual control of the creative development process. He does not intervene in the
individual photo design but only activates the then automated process. The results are photo series capturing
continuous motion sequences. The camera is only the tool thrown into space. With it, lines and figures are written
which surround rooms and space and are thus imaginary sculptures.
Ingrid Mössinger about Ottmar Hörl´s photo concepts

Ottmar Hörl Worldview Model I, 2006, 7 steps, Wülfingstairs, Wuppertal,photo Christoph Maisenbacher

Worldview Model I
September 2 - Oktober29, 2006, Wuppertal/Ostersbaum
A public art project of the Elisabeth Montag Foundation. In cooperation with the city of Wuppertal and the
Regionale 2006 and with the support of the Ministry of Buildings and Traffic of the state of Nordrhein-Westphalia.
Curator: Ingrid Raschke-Stuwe

Ottmar Hörl Opera Houses for the 21st Century, 2004, public installation, Bayreuth, photo Andrea Sohler

Richard Wagner for the 21st Century
Opera Houses for the 21st Century
Six installations accompanied the Bayreuth Festival 2004
Ottmar Hörl sees the Opera Houses of the future in economy cars. In eight cars, make: Smart, installed in the
pedestrian area of Bayreuth during the Wagner Festival, followers of the opera have the chance to follow the
festival program thanks to powerful audio systems in stereo. Relocating the musical theater to this unusual place of
venue, Hörl acts on a fundamental idea of the collective works of art by Richard Wagner who strived for an "Opera
for Everyone" in an earlier idea of the ideal conception. "Opera Houses of the 21st Century" furthermore open to
visitors in a large dimensioned camper installation which deals with the different styles of Wagner's music - among
others a creative interpretation of the Ride of the Valkyrie in Francis Ford Coppola's anti-war movie Apocalypse
Now. "It is my goal" so Ottmar Hörl "to redesign Richard Wagner's cultural accomplishments in contemporary
settings to make the initial impulses of his work tangible in today's surroundings".

Ottmar Hörl Arthur Rimbaud, Installation, Charleville-Mézières, 2004, photo Christoph Maisenbacher

Arthur Rimbaud Five Years can be an eternity
October 15 - October 24,2004, Charleville-Mézières, Place Ducale
Charleville-Mézières is the hometown of the French poet Arthur Rimbaud. Already in 1891 when Rimbaud died in
Marseille far from any poetry, he was celebrated as the greatest poet of his time. For the 150th birthday of Arthur
Rimbaud and pleased by the way the artist Ottmar Hörl stages his works in public environments, the city of
Charleville-Mézières together with the Musée de l'Ardenne and the Musée Rimbaud decided to offer the central
square (Place Ducale) to the artist.
Following extensive research on Arthur Rimbaud and especially of the phenomenon that a poet penned his major
works at the age of 16 respectively was on a completely different road at the age of 21 motivated Ottmar Hörl to a
plural approach of the poet. In this, he also pays attention to the fact that though Arthur Rimbaud is known as a poet
in France, even is part of scholastic reading, only very few know how to find his hometown. In addition, Ottmar Hörl
was confronted with the fact that although Arthur Rimbaud is considered world literature, his name is hardly known
at all in Germany.This is one of the reasons why the artist wants to first and foremost assert a presence of the poet in
France, not assert himself.

Ottmar Hörl Das Große Hasenstück, Installation Nuremberg, 2003, photo Johannes Marburg

THE GREAT PIECE OF HARES
August 2 -August 17, 2003, Nuremberg
On the occasion of the 500th anniversary of Albrecht Dürer's famous painting titled "young hare", a festival took
place in Nuremberg's historic Sebaldus district. It caused quite a stir in the feature pages of newspapers throughout
Germany. Of course, this year 500 years ago, Nuremberg's famous son had another stroke of a genius. And since one
should use all opportunities to celebrate, Nuremberg will celebrate the anniversary of Dürer's painting titled "the
tall grass".
The city of Nuremberg's cultural department found the right partner for this project by hiring concept artist Ottmar
Hörl. He became famous through big installations in Berlin, Munich and other cities. Now it's the first time he will do
one of his spectacular "arts in public" projects in Nuremberg – the city where he has been a teaching professor at the
academy of fine arts since 1999. Some 7,000 green plastic replicas of Dürer's hare will turn the central square of
Nuremberg's historic city center into a huge green area about 2,500 square meters (approx. 27,000 square feet) in
size. For two weeks, Hauptmarkt square in Nuremberg will be all hares before Hörl's work of art will dissolve into its
individual parts to "mix with the public". In german, the name of the painting and that of the installation sound very
similar, so the relation between the two works of art becomes even more clear: The painting is titled "Großes
Rasenstück", while the installation is called "Großes Hasenstück".
The manifold duplication, the idea of forming a series and involving large numbers always are at the core of Hörl's
projects. His work of art intends to stimulate communication and to get as many people involved as possible.
The disintegration of the "Hasenstück" installation thus constitutes a main element of the artistic concept. After two
weeks, anyone can take a piece of the installation home – the hares leave the public and move into people's private
life. "With my work,I want to take up contact. I want to create an impulse and give people their own Dürer, so to say.
Then, they can deal with it individually and undogmatically." The idea of creating such a series even offers another
benefit: "The original hare painting is in the Albertina in Vienna," Hörl explains, "but it shoudn't happen to the
Nurembergers again that they lose their hare. If one or the other hare is taken to Tokyo or San Francisco, that's fine.
There will be enough hares in Nuremberg." Great idea: hare and hedgehog switch their roles. Whoever tries to take
the Nurembergers' favorite animal will run his legs off looking for it. Wherever he may look, the hare will always be
there first. Hans-Jörg Sigwart, 2003

Ottmar Hörl Euro-Sculpture, 2001, diameter 15 metres ,photo: wikimedia

Euro-Sculpture
Symbol for the introduction of the European currency of the euro installed in front of the European Central Bank
(and at the Frankfurt Airport) in Frankfurt on the Main. „ I allowed myself one act of artistic freedom, namely
grouping the stars around the Euro symbol without any organizational principle. The participating states are
invidual, and they can´t presumly be regulated in such a way that they follow all the same course“ Ottmar Hörl

